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Abstract 
Schulz, R.-H., A note on check character systems using Latin squares, Discrete Mathematics 
97 (1991) 371-375. 
This article contains some remarks on error detecting codes using Latin squares; it is thought as 
a supplement to a paper of A. Ecker and G. Poch on check character systems. 
1. Introduction 
Error detecting codes using Latin squares (or quasi-groups) (see below) are 
considered by Verhoeff [2, p. 33ff] and by Ecker and Poch [l]. The error 
detecting capability of such a code may (to some extent) be better than that of a 
module m check system. 
Definition of a check character system 1.1. Let Q be an alphabet. To 
a, * . . a,_, E Q”-’ consisting of information digits there is added a check 
which can be defined either by a function f of the information digits in 
form: 
a, =f@,, . . * ,@,-I) 
or by a function g on all digits in implicit form: 
Aa,, * . . , a,_,, a,) = c (check equation). 
a word 
digit a, 
explicit 
In any case, the word a, . . . ~,_,a, E Qn is the codeword. The functions f or g 
may be defined by using a given operation on the alphabet Q. In this paper we 
are dealing with quasi-group structures. To the convenience of the reader we 
repeat the definitions. 
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Definition of quasigroups 1.2. (a) A set Q together with a binary operation * on 
Q is called a quasigroup if for any a, b, c E Q the equations a *x = c and y * b = c 
have exactly one solution each. 
(b) Quasigroups and Latin squares. The multiplication table of a finite 
quasigroup is a Latin square, that is a matrix with entries from Q such that every 
element is contained exactly once in every row and exactly once in every column. 
Vice versa, every Latin square is the multiplication table of a quasigroup. 
Examples of quasigroups (cf. [l, p. 2981) 1.3. Let Q = Z, = (0, . . . , m - l} with 
m 2 2; choose integers h, k, 1 with h and k relatively prime to m, ‘define * by 
a *b = (ha + kb + 1) mod m. Then (Q, *) is a quasigroup. 
Check characters systems based on quasigroups 1.4. (a) A coding scheme in 
direct form is given by taking 
a,:=(~~~((a,*a,)*a,)~~~)*a,_, (0) 
as check digit. Every single error (that is an error in exactly one component) can 
be detected (cf. Verhoeff [2, p. 33-341). 
Given an element c E Q, the equation a,, *x = c has a unique solution ci,; now 
[(~~~((aI*a,)*a3)~~~)*a,_1]*(i,=c 
is a check equation for this code-using a function of a,, not a, itself. 
(b) A system using the implicit form defines a codeword a,, - . . a,_,&,, by 
choosing & such that 
[(~~~(aI*a2)...)*a,_,]*8,=c. (00) 
Putting a,:=(~~~(a,*a,)*~~~)*a,_,, the check digit satisfies the equation 
a,*& =c. 
(c) Although the two concepts are equivalent we see that the codewords 
usually are different: 
a, . . . a,_,a, using (0) and a, * * * an--lSn using (00). 
This explains that the error analysis leads to different results. 
2. Error detecting capabilities of quasigroups 
In their paper [l, p. 2961, Ecker and Poch use the coding scheme (0) and 
define a,, := (. . .(al*a2)*a3). * .) * a,_, , as is natural for determining the check 
digit. But when they analyse the capability of the code to recognize 
(neighbour)transpositions (that are errors of the form - * - a,a,+, * - *+ 
. * * Ui+lUi * . -) and jump transpositions (that are errors of the form 
. . * ai_Iaiai+, * * *+. * * Ui+~UiUi_~ . . a) they restrict themselves to the case that 
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the errors affect information digits only. This restriction does not seem to be 
natural since the codeword al - - - a,, is to be transmitted as a whole and not 
al * - - a,_, and Q, separately. 
Proposition 2.1. A check character system using a quasigroup (Q, *) and coding 
(0) a, = (. - - (al * az) * a3 . - -) * a,_l (for n a 3) admits to detect neighbour 
transpositions iff (Q, *) has the following properties (for all a, b, c, d E Q with 
b fc): 
(ar) (a*b)*c#(a*c)*b, 
(p) b*c#c*b, 
(y) Froma=d*bandb=d*aitfollowsa=b. 
The code admits to detect jump transpositions if (for all a, b, c, d E Q with b # d): 
(6) ((a*d)*c)*bf((a*b)*c)*d, 
(E) (d*c)*b#(b*c)*d, . 
(1;) 
d=(a*b)*candb=(a*d)*cimplyb=d (incasen>3), 
d=b*candb=d*cimplyb=d (in case n = 3). 
Proof. Properties (a) and (p) are stated in [l] and can be proved easily; they 
concern transpositions of the information digits. Let a, . * - a,a,_, with a, # a,_, to 
be checked, a word received from the codeword a, . * . ~,_~a, by the transposition 
of the last two digits. Put d := (0 - *(aI *a*) * * . -) *an-*. The error remains 
undetected if a,_I = d * a,, in addition to a, = d * a, _ 1. This condition contradicts 
(y). Conversely, let a, b, d with a # b be elements with a = d *b and b = d *a; 
then there exists a codeword (namely a, . . . an_3yab with (0 . . (al *CIJ *. . .) * 
u_~) * y = d for n > 3 and y = d for n = 3) such that the transposition of the last 
two digits is not detected. Conditions (6) and (E) (see [l, p. 2961) as well as (5) 
are easily checked. Cl 
Examples 2.2. (a) The Latin square 
i 2 3 10 3 021 0 32 1 2 103i 
leads to a quasigroup fulfilling conditions (a) and (p) of Proposition 1 (see Ecker 
and Poch [l, p. 2971). But 1 2 0 3 and 1 2 3 0 both are codewords; they show 
that not all neighbour transpositions can be detected. 
(b) Given two quasigroups (Qn, *,,) and (Q,, *,,,). Then the direct product 
(Qn x Qm, *) defined on the Cartesian product Q, X Q, by (s, i) * (t, j) = 
(s *,, t, i *m j) is a quasigroup as well and satisfies all those of the conditions (ar) 
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to (G) of Proposition 2.1 which hold both for (Q”, *,,) and (Qm, *,,,). So this is a 
method of inductive construction of quasigroups satisfying conditions (a) to (c). 
If Q, = (1, . . . , n - l} G N and (2, = (1, . . . , m - l} E N, then we may iden- 
tify (s, i) with s + in (with the ordinary addition and multiplication of N). The 
multiplication table of Q, x Q, is gained by substituting every element rxii of the 
Latin square L, belonging to Q, by L, + naij, where L, is the Latin square of 
Q,. This generalizes the construction of Z36 in [l, p. 2981. 
(c) Let (Z,, *) be the quasigroup defined in 1.3 by a *b = (ha + kb + 1) mod m 
for m 3 2 and gcd(h, m) = gcd(k, m) = 1; (gcd = greatest common divisor). Then 
(Z,, *) fulfills conditions (a) and (b) iff gcd(h - 1, m) = 1 = gcd(h -k, m), and 
(6) and (E) if h - 1, h + 1 and (h* - k) are prime to m (see Ecker and Poch [l, 
Propos. 5.11). 
Proposition 2.3. The quasigroup (Z,, *) of (1.3) satisfies the conditions (a) to (y) 
of Propositions 2.1 iff: 
(i) h - 1 and h - k are relatively prime to m and 
(ii) k + 1, m are relatively prime. 
The conditions (6) to (<) of Proposition 2.1 hold for (Z,, *) if: 
(iii) h - 1, h + 1, h2 - k are prime to m and 
(iv) hk + 1 and m are relatively prime. 
Proof. Using the remarks of Example 2.2(c), we can restrict ourselves to 
conditions (y) and (5) of Proposition 2.1. It is easily checked that (ii) is sufficient 
for (y). Its necessity is proved in the following way. Let s := gcd(k + 1, m) be 
different from 1; put r = m/s, choose a E Z, arbitrarily and b = a + r (mod m); 
determine d by hd = a - kb - 1 (mod m) which is possible since h is prime to m. 
Now one gets a = d * b and, using (k + 1) . r = 0 (mod m), the equation 
b=a+r=hd+kb+I+r=hd+k(a+r)+r+I=d*a(modm). 
Condition (1;) can be proved by a simple calculation using (iv) and, if n = 3, the 
equation gcd(h + 1, m) = 1 from (iii). Cl 
Remarks 2.4. (a) The condition (ii) of Proposition 2.3 is independent of (i); this 
can be seen by putting m = 5, h = 3 and k = 4. Furthermore, condition (iv) does 
not depend on (i) to (iii), for instance for m = 11, h = 7 and k = 3: with these 
parameters and I = 0, n = 4 we have the codewords 1 3 0 2 and 1 2 0 3 which 
change into each other by a jump transposition involving the check digit. 
(b) But Corollary 5.1 .l. of Ecker and Poch [l] is not affected, namely (for the 
convenience of the reader); 
Let m be odd, m 2 3, furthermore q E N with 1 s q s m - 2 and gcd(q, m) = 1 = 
gcd(q + 1, m); define a quasigroup (H,, *) by a * b = (-qa + b) mod m. Then the 
coding system over (H,, *) using scheme (0) admits to detect single errors or 
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neighbour transpositions. In addition, all jump transpositions can be detected if 
gcd(q - 1, m) = 1. 
Remarks on coding scheme (00) 2.5. Instead of taking a, = (. * . (al * a2) * 
a3) . * .) *a,_, as check digit for a, - . . a,_, E Q”-’ one may take, as mentioned in 
1.4(b), the solution 8, of a, *x = c (with fixed c E Q). Using this coding scheme, 
there may be checked all single errors; furthermore, all neighbour-transpositions 
are detected if conditions ((u) and (p) of Proposition 2.1 are fulfilled, and all jump 
transpositions if (6) and (E) hold. Now (y) and (c) are irrelevant, a fact 
confirming the difference of the two coding schemes. 
Remarks concerning a more general check systems 2.6. A check system using a 
quasigroup (Q, *) and a permutation T of the alphabet Q is defined by the 
following formula for the control digit. 
a, = (. . . (al * TaJ * T2a3) *. . -) * T”-2a,_l for a, * * . a,_, E Q”-’ 
(see [l, p. 2981). 
Taking the quasigroup which is given by the Latin square ([l, p. 2991) 
012345 
201534 
120453 
354120 
543012 
435201 
and as T the shift operator i H (i + 1) (mod 6), both the words 4054 and 4045 are 
codewords. 
To avoid this kind of neighbour transpositions, besides 
(ar’) (a*b)*Tc#(a*c)*Tb, and 
(p’) b*Tc#c*Tb foralla,b,ceQwithb#c, 
an additional condition is needed again, namely 
(y’) a = d * T”-‘b and b = d * T”-‘a together imply a = b. 
As before, this condition (y’) can be avoided by defining the check digit ci, by a 
check equation, namely (. . . (al * Ta2) * T2a3) *. * . * T”-2a,_l) * T”-‘6, = c. 
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